
#3: Tour Credit- Natural Stone: The Evolving 
Marketplace, Technology & Product Applications

AIA: 2011TL, 1.0 HSW LU
NKBA: MIA113R, 0.1 CEU
IDCEC: CEU-101088, 0.1 General CEU
LACES: ASLA4, 1.0 HSW LU
NKBA: MIA151R, 0.1 LU

- Learn about the history of stone, modern day quarrying 
   techniques, and stone's durability, beauty, and value.
- Study and discuss landscape, interior and exterior use and 
   application of natural stone.
- Obtain information about integrating trims, caps, stoops, 
   poolcopings, watertables, veneers, etc into your designs.
- Tour a stone facility and view stone, stone applications,
    safety practices and/or the equipment used to fabricate
    stone

#1: Natural Stone 101: Everything you NEED to 
know about designing with the oldest building 
material

AIA: MIA10, 1.0 HSW LU
IDCEC: CEU-103265, 0.1 HSW CEU
LACES: MIA10, 1.0 HSW LU
NKBA: MIA159R, 0.1 CEU

- Obtain a better understanding about how the mineral 
   composition and formation of stone affect its performance as
   a building material.
-Learn about the science of each species of stone, examples 
   of how it is quarried, unique characteristics, and common 
   applications.
- Gain knowledge about stone fabrication and finishing 
   methods.
- Understand the resources available that are relevant to 
   natural stone.

#2: Natural Stone and Green Design

AIA: MIA09, 1.0 HSW LU
IDCEC: CEU-102590, 0.1 HSW CEU
LACES: MIA09, 1.0 HSW LU
GBCI: 0090010893, 1 CE Hour
NKBA: MIA158R, 0.1 CEU

- Understanding the characteristics of natural stone and its 
   historical uses
- Understanding how natural stone fits into the Green 
   Movement
- Understanding how natural stone relates to current green
   building standards
- Understanding how the natural stone industry is reducing 
   environmental impacts

TWO LEARNING OPTIONS:

Lunch and Learn at Your Facility (#1 & #2)
Lunch and Learn at Our Fabrication Facility (#3)

Rich Booms
Phone: (313) 531-3000 
richb@boomsstone.com

http://www.boomsstone.com/aia.htm
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